Deemed-to-Comply Drawings

Terms and Conditions of Use

Sydney Water’s Deemed to Comply (DTC) drawings are intended to assist designers and constructors in building assets that meet our requirements. The use of Sydney Water’s DTC drawings are subject to the following Terms and conditions.

Terms and conditions

1. Sydney Water provides DTC drawings free of charge for use when constructing Sydney Water assets.

2. Construction of assets in accordance with DTC drawings is not mandatory. Sydney Water supports innovation and encourages users to find the most appropriate solution for their application.

3. If DTC drawings are used, they shall be fully adopted without amendment, as published by Sydney Water. The user shall carry out the necessary investigations to confirm DTC drawings are suitable for their application. Limitations and the rules of application are shown on DTC drawings.

4. When using DTC drawings you must specify the DTC number, issue and date of the published drawing to identify which DTC drawing you are using. You are responsible to ensure you use the latest published version.

5. Use of DTC drawings may introduce unintended safety risks. The user shall manage safety risks through site specific risk assessment.

6. Where DTC drawings are not suitable, the Designer shall prepare an alternative design in accordance with Sydney Water requirements, without any reference to DTC drawings or details. DTC drawings may be used as a guide in preparing an alternative design. The Designer is responsible for the alternative design.

7. Sydney Water has prepared DTC drawings using all reasonable care and skill. Sydney Water gives no warranties or representations concerning the DTC drawings, and accepts no liability arising from the use of the DTC drawings.

8. By downloading the DTC drawings, you are accepting the above terms and conditions.

If you want more information on DTC drawings, please contact Sydney Water at standards@sydneywater.com.au.